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Every six months, Flat6Labs Tunis Seed Program
launches a new cycle providing seed funding,
a workspace, a personalized support program
focused on market growth, as well as mentoring
and individual coaching.

Our ninth cycle brings together 8 startups operating
in several sectors of activity namely Furniture, Regtech,E-commerce,
Retailtech, Gig Economy, Water, Transportation, Software, E-Commerce

Cycle 9 in Tunis

INVESTOR BRIEF

PRODUCT

A tech-driven home furniture company specializing in
tailor-fit products.

Birdhouce's 3D configurator tool gives users an infinite
amount of design options. The tool automates the
design-to-manufacturing process and reduces individual
custom-order processing time from an average of 25
minutes to just a few seconds.

Ramzi Chahin

COMPANY BRIEF
Birdhouce is a modern furniture brand that leverages
technology to make the lives of both consumers and
manufacturers easier. Its online 3D configurator helps
customers visualize their product in realtime and get
centimeter accuracy before their purchase. Once an order is
made, the 3D configurator instantly turns the 3D product into
ready to make documents for manufacturing.

Birdhouce is targeting the home furniture industry in the
Middle East, starting with Tunisia, then expanding to the
UAE and Saudi Arabia.

BUSINESS MODEL
Birdhouce collects customer orders, then dispatches
these orders to partner workshops that pay a monthly
subscription fee and a percentage of their total revenue.

INDUSTRY
Home/Office Furniture

PRODUCT
Web Platfrom

MARKET
B2B2C

Khouloud Ben Aziza
Digital Marketing

TEAM

Baha Ayari

Product Designer

TARGET CUSTOMER
Home-owners, couples,
young professionals.
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www.birdhouce.com

TARGET MARKET

CEO
ramzi.c@birdhouce.com | (+216) 29 845 696

PRODUCT

A digital onboarding system or known as a e-KYC

ZTrust is a digital onboarding system, known as a e-KYC,
where you can verify your user in less then one minute. It
has three major verifications: document authenticity
check, liveness detection and face matching.

Souhail Msakni
www.evadam.io

TARGET MARKET

CEO
souhail@evadam.io | (+216) 50 800 447

Evadam is targeting marketplaces, fintechs and telecom
operators.

COMPANY BRIEF
Evadam follows a subscription model (monthly or
annually), a pay-as-you-go model and a revenue sharing
procedure (with partners).

INDUSTRY
Regtech

PRODUCT
Web App

MARKET
B2B
Ahmed liouane

Co-founder and Fullstack Developer

TEAM

Sami sghaier

Co-founder and CTO

TARGET CUSTOMER
Fintechs, Market places, Banks,
Gaming, Telecoms
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Evadam offers a new digital authentication procedure.
Compared to the traditional KYC that takes weeks for its
completion, the new procedure will be completed in a few
seconds with a really low cost and in an optimized process.

BUSINESS MODEL

PRODUCT
Ijeni bridges the gap between individuals and services
providers. The platform is a mobile and web app
marketplace that enables everyone an instant access to
the service they need. On one hand, this solution allows to
vastly reduce the time and money spent looking for the
right service provider. On the other hand, it provides the
service providers access to a pool of customers and
develops a new digital stream for their business.

www.Ijeni.tn

COMPANY BRIEF
Ijeni provides a multisided platform that allows users to have
on-demand access to wide range of services through a
network of service providers.

TARGET MARKET
In a post-covid world impacted by an unstable economy,
Household expenditures are expected to rise considerably for
the year ahead. While there are many approaches to solving
this crisis, the usefulness of Ijeni’s mobile digital platform will
be a key advantage in helping customers navigate these
changes by providing a rapid and affordable access to services.
We are targeting service providers in Tunisia

BUSINESS MODEL
The company employs a B2B freemium and subscription
business model that allows its customers to advertise their
service on the platform. Service providers can also buy the
boost, an upsell feature that increases the reach of a service
provider by being featured on top of other competitors.

Safi Eddine Negra

CEO
Safinegra@ijeni.tn | (+216) 53 607 506

INDUSTRY
Gig Economy

PRODUCT
Mobile/Web app

MARKET
B2B2C

Dhia Snoussi

Dorsaf Rezgui

TARGET CUSTOMER

Badr bel Haj Rhouma

Iheb Ghanmi

Professional domestic service
providers, freelancers

CTO

TEAM

Web Developer

Graphic Designer

Community Leader
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A one-stop marketplace for on-demand services

PRODUCT

Kumulus aims to solve the problem of drinking water scarcity in
an economical and sustainable way

Kumulus' machine is less than 1m3 in size, producing 20 to
30 liters of drinking water per day sufficient for 15 to 20
people. It uses only humidity in the air and solar energy as
resources. The machine is easy to transport and to setup,
and is monitored and controlled remotely.

Mohamed Ali Abid

TARGET MARKET
www.kumuluswater.com

CTO
maabid@kumuluswater.com | (+216) 58 697602

Kumulus is targeting countries in Africa and the Middle
East, starting with off-grid campus, schools and hotels.

COMPANY BRIEF

BUSINESS MODEL
Kumulus sells its products directly to customers. In a few
years, Kumulus will supply the machine and sell the water
it produces at a lower price than bottled mineral water.

INDUSTRY
Water

PRODUCT
Hardware

MARKET
B2B
Iheb Triki

Ghada Chebbi

Boutheina Zallama

Imed Mlaweh

CEO

TEAM

R&D engineer

Water PhD

IT engineer

Nouha Abroug

Operations manager

TARGET CUSTOMER
Offgrid camps, hotels, schools,
Companies
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Kumulus offers machines (sales or subscription based) that uses
solar power and the humidity in the air to produce 20 to 30 liters of
drinking water per day

PRODUCT
An easy to use ride hailing application available in all
stores, even in low network areas.
OTO provides in-car WiFi in all its affiliated cars.
It offers a unique airport transfer module as well.

A ride hailing application offering multiple car categories

Elyes Elloumi

TARGET MARKET

www.oto.tn

CEO
Elyes@oto.tn | (+216) 22 222 666

OTO is targeting the big cities in The Maghreb region.

COMPANY BRIEF

BUSINESS MODEL
OTO has its own fleet of cars. It generates money as well
through commissions from OTO operators.

INDUSTRY
Transportation

PRODUCT
Mobile App

MARKET
B2B, B2C
Nousseiba Labben

Hedia Nahdi

Ines Banani

Hassan Chedly Mabrouk

Khalil Bouzazi

Safa Ben Ghorbel

Accountant

TEAM

Park Manager

Control Supervisor
Cars Supervisor

Head of sales
Accountant

TARGET CUSTOMER
Tourists, Companies
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OTO is a ride hailing company, offering the choice between
different categories, while ensuring cleanliness, cashless
transactions options, safety, and a unique transfer between
cities.

PRODUCT

www.slidzo.com

COMPANY BRIEF
Slidzo is an online presentation platform that introduces the
next generation of presentations by offering unique features
on the market. On one hand, features like 3D presentations
that are cinematic and story-driven. On the other hand, an AI
assistant that collaborates with the users and automates the
slide creation.

TARGET MARKET

Fedi Ben Nejma

CEO
contact@slidzo.com | (+216) 55 357 225

Slidzo is targeting businesses and individuals in the
corporate or industrial fields, events, real estate, and
education in the MENA Region.

BUSINESS MODEL
Slidzo is centered around the subscription-based model.
It offers 3 different packs (basic, professional and
business premium accounts) specifically tailored to the
customer's needs.

INDUSTRY
Software

PRODUCT
Presentation Platform

MARKET
B2B, B2C

Abdelkarim Turki
Co-Founder and COO

TEAM

TARGET CUSTOMER
Corporates, e-commerce websites,
marketing agencies, professionals,
students
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An online presentation platform that has unique features like
3D virtual presentations and an AI-powered automated slide
creation.

Slidzo not only offers the classic slideshow view, but also
unique cinematic 3D presentations. 3D presentations can
also be integrated into e-commerce websites,
marketplaces and social media.
Its AI assistant automates the slide creation process
making it ten times faster, all in a collaborative
environment for teams and individuals.

PRODUCT

TARGET MARKET
www.tiktakpro.tn

COMPANY BRIEF
Tiktak Pro is an omni-channel platform allowing companies as
well as individuals to create easily their online stores, organize
their commercial activities and create their own sales funnel.

TikTak Pro targets the African merchant market more
specifically the medium-sized merchants

Zied Bouhejba

CEO
zied@tiktakpro.tn | (+216) 50 487 183

BUSINESS MODEL
TikTak Pro's business model is mainly based on
subscription model via 3 packages.

INDUSTRY
E-commerce

PRODUCT
E-commerce plateforme

MARKET
African market
Meriem Chrif

Technico-Commercial Manager

TEAM

Khoubaib Benzeyd
Web Developer

TARGET CUSTOMER
Online Merchants, offline merchants,
social media page owners
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An automation platform for SMEs to manage their
commercial presence and track their orders

TikTak Pro focuses on centralizing a range of
functionalities related to back office management in a
synchronized combination in order to simplify the life of
traders eager to grow quickly and reduce costs.

PRODUCT
A B2B E-commerce Top-ups mobile application

N/A

Yaz offers through its mobile application branded
Top-ups such as Telecom, Gaming and Sports bet
Top-ups as well as invoice payment services such as
mobile payment, internet, water electricity invoices.

TARGET MARKET

Ahmed Hermi

CEO
hermii.ahmed@gmail.com | (+216) 55 689 809

Yaz targets all local neighbourhood shops in Tunisia.

COMPANY BRIEF
Yaz generates money through a 3% Commission occurred
from the sales of their partners Top-ups on the mobile
application.

INDUSTRY
E.commerce

PRODUCT
Mobile Application

MARKET
B2B
Seif Ben Miled
COO

TEAM

Emna Wichka

Marketing Manager

TARGET CUSTOMER
Local neighbourhood shops
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Yaz is a B2B wholesale e-commerce mobile application that
offers branded quantities of Telecom Top-ups for local
neighbourhood shops at affordable prices with added value
propositions such as the payment of invoices and the sale of
gaming and sports bet Top-ups.

BUSINESS MODEL
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THANK YOU

flat6labs.com

